FieldAware +
CentralBOS
Bringing all-in-one ERP
capabilities to the field

Key features

Empower Your Field Workers

• Extend the power of
CentralBOS’ all-in-one ERP
capabilities to staff in the field

FieldAware for CentralBOS creates a system
of record that unifies both back office and
field workers - with a focus on simplicity, ease
of use and flexibility. The integration between
FieldAware and CentralBOS was written by
CentralBOS, for CentralBOS customers,
providing stability, short implementation
cycles, and a modular framework that can
grow with your business.

• Decrease days-salesoutstanding by eliminating
manual and dual entry of data
• Create a unified system of
record for back office and field
workers
• Both systems reside in the cloud,
making it easy to grow and add
modules as needed

FieldAware for CentralBOS augments your
company’s investment in CentralBOS through
a powerful partnership to better manage your
service operation.

• Sync documents including
forms, photos, and signatures
from the field as quickly as they
are collected

If you have teams performing service,
preventative maintenance or repair jobs,
running an efficient, connected business is
core to your success and bottom line.

Real-time Collaboration and
Connectivity
• Manage crews through the True
Crew feature

CentralBOS provides complete visibility of
your organization in one place, giving your
back-office teams access to information
about work orders, customer and
asset history – all from a simple to use

More Information or to schedule a free demo:

FieldAware.com/CBOS

web interface. FieldAware for CentralBOS
extends the power of CentralBOS to field
personnel through their iOS, Android or
Windows smartphones and tablets. The
combined solution enables companies to
track the status and location of their field
team alongside every work order in realtime. The FieldAware Scheduler provides
an easy way to schedule future work or see
who is available when urgent jobs arise.
Customizable views allow companies to
understand closed and open jobs and
calculate the revenue generated. This means
that invoices are paid more quickly and field
workers are able to complete more jobs every day.

Accurate, Easy Data Sharing
Jobs generated in CentralBOS can be
passed into FieldAware’s Scheduler with just
a few clicks. Dispatchers can assign the right
resource at the right time to complete the
job quickly and accurately. Data collected in
FieldAware will pass directly into CentralBOS
to be used by your Finance team, Inventory
Managers, and Sales personnel, resulting in
faster and more informed business decisions.

